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Introduction

Starting a new business venture involves various legal formalities, one of which is registration. 

At Taxlegit, we specialize in providing comprehensive solutions for business registrations, 

including LLP registration and company incorporation. Understanding how to register a 

company can seem daunting, but with Taxlegit's expertise, the process becomes straightforward 

and hassle-free.

How to Register a Company with Taxlegit

1.LLP Registration

• Understanding LLP: A Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) combines the benefits of both 

a partnership and a limited liability company. It is ideal for small and medium-sized 

businesses due to its flexible structure and limited liability protection.

• Documentation and Filing: Taxlegit guides you through the entire LLP registration

process, from obtaining the Digital Signature Certificate (DSC) and Director 

Identification Number (DIN) to filing the incorporation documents with the Ministry of 

Corporate Affairs (MCA).

• Compliance Support: Post-registration, Taxlegit ensures your LLP stays compliant with 

annual filing requirements and other regulatory obligations.

https://taxlegit.com/limited-liability-partnership-registration


1.Company Registration

• Choosing the Right Structure: Taxlegit helps you determine the 

most suitable business structure, be it a Private Limited Company, 

Public Limited Company, or One Person Company. This decision is 

crucial as it affects your company’s regulatory requirements, taxation, 

and growth potential.

• Step-by-Step Assistance: From obtaining the necessary approvals 

and licenses to drafting the Memorandum of Association (MOA) and 

Articles of Association (AOA), Taxlegit offers step-by-step assistance 

to ensure your company is registered smoothly and efficiently.

• Post-Incorporation Services: Once your company is registered, 

Taxlegit continues to support you with post-incorporation services, 

including GST registration,how to register a company and 

compliance management.

2.Why Choose Taxlegit?

• Expert Guidance: With years of experience in business registration 

and compliance, Taxlegit’s team of experts provides reliable and 

accurate guidance.

• End-to-End Services: Taxlegit offers end-to-end services, ensuring 

that all aspects of your business registration are handled 

professionally and promptly.

https://taxlegit.com/private-limited-company-registration

